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Wild WinterWild Winter

By C. a. Hartnell

Hawk Prints Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 160 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.New
and revised, author approved edition. Ring the Christmas bell for friendship, fun, mystery, and
holiday joy that fill the pages of Wild Winter: Christmas, Clues, and Crooks, the fourth and final
volume in a four book series. Help eleven-year-old, All-American kids, Pete and Carol Ann, plan a
Christmas pageant to raise money for needy families in their 1950s community of El Monte,
California. When money is missing and destruction occurs, can these two friends, and a one-year-
old beagle hound, find clues to trap the crafty crooks who are stealing their holiday joy Are the
crooks part of their circle of friends who work at the Dans Diner bake sale or go with them to Santas
Village located in the local, snow-covered mountains Ages eight and up will be delighted by this fast-
paced, holiday, historical-fiction chapter book that shares the timeless goodness and glory of the
first Christmas. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

A very amazing ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it can be engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this pdf from my i
and dad encouraged this book to discover.
-- B r ea nna  Hintz-- B r ea nna  Hintz

It is an amazing ebook i have possibly study. Indeed, it is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published book.
-- Chr istopher  Fer r y-- Chr istopher  Fer r y
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